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Abstract—In museum education, a human docent inspires
visitors by asking questions and encouraging active participation.
However, museum visitors are sometimes shy to interact with
and to ask questions to the human docent. We aim to build a
robot docent that is able to interact with visitors to stimulate
curiosity, imagination and individual expression. The present
study focuses on the problem of estimating museum visitors’
comfort level with art. Using the Amazon Mechanical Turk, we
conducted a human-subject experiment with 215 participants.
Each participant filled in a demographic survey and answered 6
questions about 3 art objects. Three museum education experts
reviewed the answers and labeled each participant to be with a
high or low level of comfort with art. With the three experts’
classification, we found a Fleiss’ Kappa score of 0.70 which
indicated a substantial agreement. We used Logistic Regression
to classify each participant’s comfort level by analyzing their
responses to the 6 questions. We tested two types of features - bag
of words and word embeddings and two methods for extracting
features - treating the 6 answers as one material and treating the
6 answers separately and concatenating feature vectors together.
Our results show that both features can achieve an accuracy
ranging from 67% to 76%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern museums present exhibitions to stimulate visitor
curiosity, imagination and individual expression, commonly
aided by a docent [1]. The docent asks questions and encourages the active participation of the visitor. The interaction
requires the docent to estimate the visitor’s comfort level with
the artwork in order to engage in a friendly and invigorating
conversation. However, with human docents, visitors may feel
uncomfortable to ask questions or to express themselves due
to the preconceived notion of museums being exclusive to the
wealthy and formally educated [4]. In collaboration with the
University of Michigan Museum of Art (UMMA), we aim to
design an interactive robot decent that is able to estimate a
visitor’s comfort level with art and in response to the comfort
level, guide them adaptively. We define the comfort level
with art as a visitor’s ability to interpret, negotiate, and make
meaning from an artwork.
Deploying robots in museums is not a new concept. However, prior research has focused on robot visual perception
and trajectory planning [2, 11, 10], and human-like body
movement and gesture design [5, 12]. For instance, Xia et al.
[11], Chella and Macaluso [2] implemented visual cues to

track and navigate the area inside a museum. Xia et al. [11]
used a camera to detect marked objects in the world to plan
and execute a trajectory based on a PID control algorithm.
Chella and Macaluso [2] developed a movement algorithm
with a camera and used a 2D simulation of the world to
match with the environment to detect where the robot was
and what items should be in the current location. Thrun et al.
[10] deployed the robot Minerva within a museum that used
probabilistic controls for navigation. Some researchers have
also looked into robot gesture and movement design. The
robot deployed at the Osaka Science Museum used various
human-like movements such as shaking hands and leaning
forward to engage the visitor and hold their attention [9].
Ghosh and Kuzuoka [5] dived deep into the body language
element of maintaining engagement by means of eye contact
and upper-body orientation throughout an interaction to engage
and disengage with a visitor when appropriate.
There are limited amount of studies investigating verbal
conversations between robots and museum visitors, and they
were mostly limited to simple commands or scripted conversations [12]. Yamazaki et al. [12] implemented both verbal and
non-verbal interactions with a robot in a museum including
altering the robot language, reading visitors’ body language,
and analyzing visitors’ speech answers to questions. The
robot analyzed user expression and head direction to estimate
visitors’ interest in the conversation. In the experiment, the
robot would gesture to a painting and ask questions with
concrete answers such as what is the name of the painting. If
the user correctly answered, the robot would show a positive
body language such as nodding.
Our project focuses on verbal communication between
visitors and the robot. Instead of relying on preset concrete
answers like Yamazaki et al. [12]’s approach, we take a
new approach to estimate visitors’ comfort level with art by
analyzing their answers to questions that are more natural
and expressive. This paper presents our work in estimating
visitors’ comfort level with art based on their answers to
the preset questions. Using the Amazon Mechanical Turk, we
conducted a human-subject experiment with 215 participants.
Each participant answered 6 questions about 3 art objects.
The questions were screened and labeled by three experts
in museum education. With the three experts’ classification,

we found a Fleiss’ Kappa score of 0.70 which indicated a
substantial agreement. The final labels were determined by
a voting mechanism. We tested the bag of words and word
embedding features and two methods for extracting features
from the 6 answers, i.e. treating the 6 answers separately
or together. We used logistic regression as the classification
algorithm. We also varied the feature dimensions to be 50,
100, 200 and 300. Experimental results show that both features
can achieve accuracy ranging from 67% to 76%.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the method used in collecting human-subject data
and in annotating the data by three museum education experts,
and the Natural language processing(NLP) methods used to
estimate visitors’ comfort level with art. Section III presents
the results and discusses the process of selection and additional
methods attempted in NLP algorithms. Section IV summarizes
our findings and Section V presents future work using NLP
in museum robotics.
II. M ETHOD
In the present study, we classified visitors’ comfort level
with art into two levels, i.e experienced visitor and amateur,
by analyzing their responses to 6 preset questions.
A. Data Collection, Annotation, and Adjudication
Together with two subject matter experts from UMMA, we
selected three art objects for the present study: Location Plan,
Untitled Cube, and Nydia. Also, we designed an online survey
consisting of a demographic survey and 6 questions about the
3 art objects. The answers of the 6 questions were used to
annotate the data by the experts, i.e, classify a person into
high or low comfort level with art. Figure 1 shows the three
selected art objects. The questions for the art objects were:
• Location Plan by Terry Winters:
1) How would you describe these lines?
2) Why might the rectangles be placed in these positions?
• Untitled Cube by Alvin D.Loving:
1) What shapes do you see?
2) How does the artist use color in this work?
• Nydia by Randolph Rogers:
1) What do you think is happening in this sculpture?
2) This sculpture is made of marble - why do you think
the artist used this material?
We used the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform for data
collection. We received 250 responses in total and 215 of them
were considered valid answers.
Three experts in art museum education from UMMA first
annotated the data set and classified the participants into
high, medium and low comfort level. To measure agreement
between the experts, we implemented Fleiss’ Kappa and found
a Kappa score of 0.5754 [3]. The Fleiss’ Kappa measures
agreement compared to agreement by chance. Therefore, by
the commonly used scoring table from Landis and Koch [7],

the experts were in moderate agreement (0.41-0.60). We used
the voting mechanism to determine the final labels for every
participant. 103 participants were labeled as low comfort level
with art, 74 participants were labeled as medium comfort
level and 35 high comfort level. Considering the small data
set we had and the imbalanced data set i.e, we had only
35 participants labeled as high comfort level with art; we
considered people with medium or high comfort level as
experienced visitors and people with low comfort level as
amateurs. Therefore our new Fleiss’ Kappa score was 0.6957
which indicated a substantial agreement (0.61-0.80). As a
result, the dataset consisted of 112 high (experienced visitor)
comfort level with art and 103 low (amateur) comfort level.
Below shows an example of participants with high and low
comfort level with art. For the question ”How does the artist
use color in this work?”, a participant with high comfort level
with art answered ”The artist uses color to make each nook
and cranny pop out some [some], adding 3D emphasis to the
image. Color is also used to emphasize the square on the top,
so it doesn’t seem as plain.” A participant with low comfort
level with art answered ”Very nice.”.
B. Algorithm
We used logistic regression for classification. We tested two
types of features (i.e. bag of words and word embedding) and
two methods for extracting features (i.e. treating all answers
as one or differently). For word embedding, we used the mean
of the embeddings of words in a sentence as the feature for
a sentence [6] and used the pre-trained word embeddings
proposed in [8].
For each participant, let X = {x1 , x2 , ..., x6 } represent the
answers for the questions, where xi represents the answer for
the i th question. For bag of words features, we built up the
vocabulary using the entire the data set and selected the key
words based on a given dimension and the word frequency.
g(Y ) is the feature extraction function for bag of words where
Y represents
PN a set of words. For the word embedding, we have
v2w(wj )
, where wj is the word in Y , N is the
f (Y ) = j N
number of words in Y and v2w() is the word2vec embedding.
We also tested two different ways for extracting features
from the answers. The first method treated all the 6 answers
as one answer, where we had Y = X and the features for bag
of words were g(Y ) and the features for the word embedding
were f (Y ). For clarification purpose, we denoted this method
as “one”. The second method treated the 6 answers separately
and we computed a vector for each answer and concatenated
them together. Thus the features for the bag of words were
[g(x1 ); g(x2 ); ...g(x6 )] and the features for word embedding
were [f (x1 ); f (x2 ); ...; f (x6 )]. We denoted this method as
“concatenate”.
We used pre-trained word embedding ”Glove-wikigigaword” from [8] and tested different dimensions of the
word features, i.e, 50, 100, 200 and 300.
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Fig. 1: Three selected art objects. (a) Location Plan, Terry Winters (b) Untitled Cube, Alvin D.Loving (c) Nydia, Randolph Rogers.

TABLE I: Performance for different features and different numbers of word feature dimensions. “one”: Treat all the 6 answers as one answer. “concatenate”:
Treat the 6 answers separately, compute a vector for each answer and concatenate them together.

Word Feature Dimension

Feature
one

50
concatenate

one
100
concatenate

one
200
concatenate

one
300
concatenate

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1

BoW

0.712 ± 0.004

0.716 ± 0.004

0.715 ± 0.004

0.711 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.679 ± 0.004

0.691 ± 0.005

0.678 ± 0.004

0.672 ± 0.004

BoW

0.720 ± 0.004

0.724 ± 0.004

0.723 ± 0.004

0.719 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.715 ± 0.004

0.726 ± 0.004

0.713 ± 0.004

0.708 ± 0.004

BoW

0.720 ± 0.004

0.725 ± 0.004

0.724 ± 0.004

0.719 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.709 ± 0.004

0.722 ± 0.004

0.708 ± 0.004

0.702 ± 0.004

BoW

0.726 ± 0.004

0.731 ± 0.004

0.730 ± 0.004

0.725 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.730 ± 0.004

0.745 ± 0.004

0.727 ± 0.004

0.722 ± 0.004

BoW

0.759 ± 0.004

0.764 ± 0.004

0.763 ± 0.004

0.758 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.711 ± 0.004

0.728 ± 0.004

0.709 ± 0.004

0.703 ± 0.004

BoW

0.751 ± 0.004

0.757 ± 0.004

0.755 ± 0.004

0.750 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.729 ± 0.004

0.745 ± 0.004

0.726 ± 0.004

0.721 ± 0.004

BoW

0.765 ± 0.004

0.771 ± 0.003

0.769 ± 0.003

0.763 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.709 ± 0.004

0.728 ± 0.004

0.706 ± 0.004

0.699 ± 0.004

BoW

0.759 ± 0.004

0.766 ± 0.003

0.764 ± 0.004

0.758 ± 0.004

Word2vec

0.726 ± 0.004

0.744 ± 0.004

0.722 ± 0.004

0.716 ± 0.004

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We run 100 holdouts for the two types of features and
different numbers of word feature dimensions, i.e. 50, 100, 200
and 300. In each run of holdout, we randomly selected 130
participants as training data and the remaining 85 participants
as testing data.
Table I shows the performance for the different features
and different numbers of word feature dimensions, and the
top performance is in bold. Overall, the bag of words features
outperform the word embedding features for different word

feature dimensions and different ways to extract features.
Given the small dataset, we cannot train or fine-tune the
word embeddings based on the collected data. The pre-trained
word embeddings on Wikipedia data set may not represent
the art related context well. Higher dimension leads to better
performance and there is more improvement when feature
dimension increases from 50 to 200 than from 200 to 300.
Overall, “one” outperforms “concatenate” for different feature
dimensions and different features. One possible reason is that
some of the answers are extremely short and thus none of the

words in those answers are in the word embedding vocabulary
which results in empty feature vectors for these answers.
In such cases, we used zero vector for these answers. This
problem is more severe for the “concatenate” method. There
are 34 participants with at least one out of the 6 answers
resulting in zero vectors. Further research is needed to deal
with such a problem and to investigate how to utilize shorter
responses from the visitors for estimating their comfort level
with art and how to encourage visitors to be more expressive.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we focused on the problem of estimating
human visitors’ comfort level with art by analyzing their
responses to pre-set questions about certain art objects. We
conducted a human-subject experiment and collected 215 valid
responses from the Amazon Mechanical Turk. Three museum
education experts labeled the participants to be with high or
low comfort level with art. We used Logistic Regression to
classify the participants into high and low comfort levels. We
tested two different types of features and two ways to extract
features and different word feature dimensions. The result
showed that the bag of words features and treating the answers
as one feature vector performs best with larger word feature
dimensions, i.e 200 and 300, showing a maximum accuracy
of 76%.
With the classification algorithm initially developed and
tested, future work includes testing with a real robot, gathering
more data from museum visitors, and expanding the annotation
categories. In our next study, a NAO robot will be programmed
as the robot docent to interact with a visitor through verbal
conversation using google speech-to-text and DialogFlow. The
visitor will be asked the same questions about the three art
objects and we will be expanding our data set in a real environment. The new dataset will be annotated and the algorithm
will be tested to further validate its usage in museum robot
applications. Further design solutions will also be explored to
deal with misclassification.
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